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Abstract

We consider a real-analytic hypersurface in V with surface measure dS, V) is a smooth

function with compact support, and we let d,,, be the surface measure with dIL, = 0jK(x)j'dS,

where K(x) is the Gaussian curvature of the surface. We show that if is a real analytic hyper-

surface with one non-vanishing principal curvature and a > , then decays as 0(1�1`).

The well-known examples show that the estimate for the exponent a is sharp.
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§1. Introduction.

Motivation of the problem. One of the classical results of real analysis is E.M. Stein's

maximal theorem for spherical means on Euclidean space 0+1(n > 2 11. The 2-dimensional

case was later dealt with by J. Bourgain 3 These results became the starting point for the study

of vaxious classes of maximal operators associated to subvariaties, such as maximal operators

defined by

Mg(x) sup g(x - ty)V)(y)dS(y)t>O laws 11

where is a smooth hypersurface, is a fixed non-negative function in Co'(S) and dS is the

surface measure on S. For instance, A. Greenleaf [10] proved that M is bounded on LP(W+'),

if n > 2 and p > '+1, provided S has everywhere non-vanishing Gaussian curvature and isn

star-shaped with respect to the origin. Moreover, he proved that if at every point of the surface

there exist at least k(k > 2 non-vanishing principal curvatures then the maximal operator is

bounded for any p > k+1 . The analogical result was obtained by C.D. Sogge in a more difficult
k

case k = .

It is well known that the LP-estimates of the maximal operator (1.1) are strongly related to

the decay of the Fourier transform of measures carried on S, i.e. to oscillatory integrals of the

form

fs e'(�,x),O(x)dS, (1.2)

where �b(X)dS is a compactly supported density on S and (x, �) is the inner product of the

vectors x and .

The decay of the oscillatory integral 12) as oo in return is connected to geometric

properties of the surface S and may be very complicated depending on the direction of .

The problem on the decay of such oscillatory integrals has been considered by various authors,

including van Der Corput 221, E. Hlawka, 12], C.S. Hertz [111, W. Littman 141, B. Randol 17],

I. Svenson 21], A. Varchenko [1], C.D. Sogge, E.M. Stein [18], J.J. Duistermaat 7 Colin de

Verdier t]. We refer to 201 for references, also to results on maximal operators associated to

surfaces.

Another important idea, introduced in [18] and applied in several subsequent articles, is to

"damp" the oscillatory integral 1.2), by multiplying the amplitude a by a suitable power of the

Gaussian curvature on S, in order to obtain the "optimal" decay of order 11`/' (as 11 --+ oo).

So, Sogge C.D. and Stein E.M. [18] proposed a problem on optimal decay for an oscillatory

integrals of the form:

IS e'(1,x)jK(x)j`,0(x)dS, (1.3)

where K(x) is the Gaussian curvature of the surface at the point x E .

More precisely, they show that if a > n then the associated damped oscillatory integral

decays optimally. However, the estimate for the exponent a is not sharp. C.D. Sogge and E.M.
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Stein [181 proposed the problem of finding the smallest exponent ao so that for any a > ao the

damped oscillatory integral of the form 1.3) decays optimally.

Shaxp estimates for the case of smooth, convex finite type hypersurfaces were obtained in

the paper 6 Roughly speaking the sharp estimate for the exponent a for convex finite type

hypersurfaces is 1. On the other hand, the examples given in that paper show that if a < 2

then there exists a hypersurface in V with one non-vanishing principal curvature such that the

associated damped oscillatory integrals do not decay optimally.

For one-dimensional damped oscillatory integrals the sharp estimates for the case of polyno-

mial phase functions were obtained by D. Oberlin 16].

Discussion of Results. In this paper we show that if a > then the associated damped

oscillatory integrals decay optimally for some class of hypersurfaces in three-dimensional space.

So, in this case ao = .

More precisely, let C: 0 be a smooth hypersurface. Consider the damped oscillatory

integral

J(,,(�) f e'(�,x)?P(x)jK(x)j'dS,

where ? E Co'(]W), K(x) is the Gaussian curvature of the surface at the point x E and a

is a fixed positive real number. The main result of the paper is the following Theorem.

Theorem. Let a > be a fixed real number and be an analytic hypersurface with one

non-vanishing principal curvature. Then for any �b E Co' S) the following estimate

I J. ( I Tc�-,

holds, where C is a fixed positive real number.

The well-known examples 6 show that the result of Theorem is sharp.

Sketches of proof. By using partition of unity arguments we may assume that has a

sufficiently small support. Thus, without loss of generality we can suppose that is given as

the graph of an analytic function f (XI, X2):

= x E W : X3 = f(XI, X2) , df(O, 0 = .

Then the integral is reduced to two-dimensional damped oscillatory integral. By using ErMyi

type Lemma 91 we reduce our two-dimensional damped oscillatory integral to a one-dimensional.

The damping factor of the one-dimensional oscillatory integral is some power of the second

derivative of the phase function. Then by using Weierstrass-Malgrange preparation Theorem

we reduce the phase function to some special form. Finally, the main Theorem is proved by the

induction method.
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§2. Proof of Main Theorem.

First, we consider some auxiliary statements about oscillatory integrals.

Lemma 1. Let g = g(x) be a real-valued continuous differentiable function defined on [c, a].

If Ig'(x I > and a, g have bounded variation on [c, 4 then the following estimate

d iAg(X) Cllallv
e a(x)dx < IN

holds, where IIajjv = a(c I V,.d[a] and d[a] is the total variation of a on [c,

Proof of lemma 1. Indeed

e"\g(x)a(x)dx a (x) d(e'Ag(x)).
IC I iAg'(x)

We use the following integration by parts formula for Stieltjes integrals

d d

u(x)dv(x = u(d)v(d) -,U(C)V(C) - I v(x)du(x)

and obtain

d d a(x) (d) a(c) e\g(r))+
e"\g(x)a(x)dx d(e"\g(x) I ad) e\9

iA gl(x) A g'(d) 9'(c)

de"\g(x)d ( ax)
iA I 9'(X)

It is obvious that if a and g' are functions with bounded variations then so is a since

Ig'(x)l > Consequently, Lemma follows from the trivial estimates of the last integral.

Lemma 2 If h(xl, X2) is a real analytic function at the origin then there exist positive num-

bers , such that for any fixed a > and X2 E [- 6, 61 the function I h(., X2) I' has a bounded

variation on Xi E e, E]. Moreover its total variation I', [I h(., X2) IC] is a bounded function on

Proof. By using the Weierstrass-Malgrange preparation theorem [15] we have

9(XI, X2 = X2Q(Xl, X2)b(xi, X2),

where b is an analytic function, bO, 0 5 and Q(XI, X2) is a pseudopolynornial Q(X1, X2)

+PI(X2)X I-1+ + ILI X2), and it 1 12) ... I-LI are real analytic functions with property p,(0 = 

for = -,I. Note that for any fixed X2 E [6,� and c > both functions IQ(-, X2)lc' and

lb(., X2)1' have bounded viation. Therefore for any fixed a > and X2 E [-6,JI the func-

tion lg(-, X2 I' has a bounded variation in x, as a product of functions with bounded variation.
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Lemma 2 is proved.

Remark. The conclusion of Lemma 2 is hold if we interchange xi and X2-

Lemma 3 Let Q(x, y = xi p'-I ... + III be a polynomial function and E

K V, where K is a compact set. If a > then the following identity

IQ(x, 4' 1Q(O' /-01 = xlg(x p)

holds. Moreover, the function g(x, y) has a bounded variation in x and its total variation

V-11 [g(x, /z)] is a bounded function defined on K.

The proof of Lemma 3 is straightforward.

The following Lemma is an analog of Erd6lyi Lemma 9.

Lemma 4 If F(x, s) is a smooth function, P(O, s = 0, F"(O, s = for any s and < 

then the inequality jXjq iAF(x C11 a(-, s) 11 v
I e s)a(x, )dx I< 1,\1 2

holds, where is a sufficiently small positive number.

Lemma 5. There exists a neighborhood U of the origin such that for any c > ad

1611 MaXJ162, 161} or 1621 maxII611,1631} the following inequality

I J (01 < 11,011cl
161

holds.

Proof of Lemma 5. Note that Kx,,X2) Hessf(xjX2) alytic function [8].
(1+jVf(X1,X2) 12)3/2

Therefore due to Lemma 2 the function IK(xlX2)1' has a bounded variation with respect to

Xl(X2) for any fixedX2(Xl)- Since Vf (0, 0 = then there exists a neighborhood U of the

origin such that for any x E U the inequality jf (x I holds. urther, for the sake of being
2

definite we suppose that 1611 MaXII621,16311, the case 1621 rnaxII611,16311 can be considered

analogously. In this case we write the integral J(6) as the following two-dimensional damped

oscillatory integral:

J ( = JU ei(6X1+�2X2+W(X1,X2))�O(Xj' X2)lHess(f x,,X2)) I'dxldX2,

where
O(X1, X2, f(X1, X2))

�O(Xl, X2 = U-1

(1 + lVf(Xl, X2) 12 2

First, we consider the interior one-dimensional oscillatory integral

f e1�1F(xiX2,C1, ") � (XI, X2 I Hess f (xjX2))j'dxi,
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where F(xi, X2, X + (XI, X2).

Note that I-, XI, X2, 6, WI I �-Vi XI, X2)1 > for ay XI, X2) E U. Due to Lemma�1 2

2 the function F,,, XI, X2,61,63) has a bounded variation in xi. As well as for any fixed X2 the

function IHess(f (., X2) I' has a bounded variation. Thus, due to Lemma we have the following

estimate
Al C1II1�(-,X2)jjV < CIP(-,X2)IIV

O
Lemma is proved.

Corollary 6 Let K C IW be a cone defined by K, = 16 E IO : maxf 1611 121} > E16311,

where is any fixed positive number. There exists a neighborhood U of the origin such that for

any a > and E K. the following inequality

I J (01 < C 11011cl
161

holds.

Finally, we consider the case E K., where - is a sufficiently small positive number. In

this case we consider the two-dimensional oscillatory integral

Ja(� = j e i�3F(xlX2,SIS2)�O(Xl,X2)lHess(f(xlX2))I'dXldX2,

where FxI, X2, S SO = f XI, X2) + S1X1 + S2X2, = , S2 = �2 It should be noted that if
b C3

2 2
rank (D2f (0, 0)) = then either U (O 0) or N(O 0) 0. Without loss of generality weax, 8X2

:2
may assume that .9x. (0, 0) =,A 0. Then we can use the implicitly function theorem to the functional

xi
equation xj XI, X2, S) f.1 XI, X2) + = and obtain a smooth solution xi X X2, S in

a small neighborhood of the origin of 1�12 x P,,. Let's consider the interior integral

J.1 (0 ei�3F1(-1,X2,31)�O(Xl, x2) JHess(f (xi, X2)) Icdxl,

where F (xi, X2, S = f XI, X2) + slxj. Now we use a change of variables x = XI XI (X2, SI)

and obtain:

ic, ei�3Fj(X1+X1(X2,S1),X2,S1)�O(Xj X (X27 SOi X2) IHess(f (Xi XI X2, SI), X2) IQdXi-

Note that the function F (X +XI X2) S), X2, SI) has the form:

+ X2g(XI,F1 (X X (X2, SI), X2, SI) = F1 X (X2, S), X2, SI) 1 X2 SO,

where (X1, X2, 1) is smooth function and gO, 0, 0) 0. Remind that due to the Weierstrass-

Malgrange preparation theorem the function Hessf xi, X2) can be written as

Hessf xi, X2 = X2Q(Xl, X2)b(xi, X2), where Q is a pseudopolynomial and b is a real analytic

function wth property b, 0) 0. Hence

Hessf X + X1(X2, S), X2 = X2Q(Xl + X1(X2, 1), X2)b(X + XI(X2, 1), X2)-
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If a > , then we can use Lemma 3 for the difference

IHessf (XI+X1(X2,S1),X2 - Hessf (xi(X2,S1),X2T-

Then we have

JHessf (Xi+ XI(X2,S1),X2 - Hessf (x&2,S1),X2)j' = X1191 (XI, X2, SI),

where 1 (XI, X2, S) is a function having bounded variation in XI and its total variation

Y26 Igi G, 2, S2)] is a bounded function of (X2, S) 

Let

A, 11 (o f eiC3F (X1 +-T1 (X2,81),X201) �O(Xj X (X2, 5 1), X2)

(lHess(f (Xi +XI(X2,S1),X2))j - Hess(f (xi(X2,S1),X2))j')dXj.

Now we can write the integral J(�) as follows

J.,',(� = J.")(�) + IHessf (xi(X2, 1), X2TJeibF (X1 +X1 (X2,S1),X2,51) �O(Xj + XI(X27 S), X2)dXl-

Due to Lemma 4 we obtain:

1411)(ol < jja(.,s)jjv < Ci11g(-'5)11V
161 - 1�1

Now, we consider the following one-dimensional oscillatory integral:

j.(121 (� =Iek3F (X1 +X1 (X2,$0,X2,S1) �O(Xl + XI X2 SI) X2)dXl.

Note that the amplitude function of the last oscillatory integral is a smooth function with

sufficiently small support. Due to the Morse Lemma with parameters there exist a neighborhood

U x V c R x 0 of the origin and a diffeomorphism XI, X2, S) �-� XI (Y, X2i 1), X2, S) such

that the phase function F1 (X + XI X2, SI), X2, SI) is reduced to the form:

F1 (XI Y, X2, S 1) X (X2, S), X2, 81 = 2+ F1 X (X2, SI), X2, 5 1) 

Thus, for the oscillatory integral j,("12) (�) we have

j"(,l 2) e'�3F1(X1(X2,S1),X2,S1) e+-iC3y2 �O(Xl(YX2,S1) + X1(X2,S1),X2) OX1 (Y, X2, 5 1) dy.
J ay

Now we use the standard stationary phase method and obtain 121:
(V F2 Sign(b)" �O(Xl (X2, S), X2)

j�('I 2) C3F1 (-I (X2,S1),X2,S1) 4e' �31e 2
'T

Thus, for the two-dimensional damped oscillatory integral we get
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0 r2ir isgn(b)ZE ek3(F1(X1(X2,31),X2,91)+S2X2) X
J. - e 461 f

xlHess(f (xi X2, S1),X2M'a(X2, sl)dX2 + 0 1�31

where a(X2, S) = �P(Xl (X2, S), X2). Let Fil (X2, SI, S2 = F X (X2, S), X2, 81) + S2X2- Note that

F11(X2, S, 82 = Fxl(X2, SI), X2) S17 S2)-

The following lemma is needed for the sequel 13]:

Lemma 7 Let f (XI, X2, SI, S2) be a smooth function depending on two parameters 1, S2)

and f,' ;, (0, 0, 0, 0 = , (0, 0, 0, 0) 0. If X = X X2, 1, 82) is a smooth solution of the equation

(XI, X2, SI, S2 = 0, then for the second derivative of the function F(xi(X2, SI, S2)1 X2, S, S2)

with respect t X2 we have the following identity:

a2 2 F(x (X2, SI, SA X27 ) S2) -- Hess(.,1,X2)f (Xl(X2, S, S2), X2, S, S2)

aX2 92 f (XI (X2, 1, S2), X27 SI, 82)
0-17

in a small neighborhood of the origin.

Since HessF(xl, X2, S, S2) = Hessf (xi, X2) then due to Lemma 7 we have

Hessf x (X2 S), X2) - a2 F(xi(X2 S), X2, S, S2)-
'2 2
,x7 f X (X2, SI), X2)

Thus, we reduce our consideration to the one-dimensional damped oscillatory integral

J. 6 = J ei�3(F(X2,51)+S2X2) ii(X2, SI) JFx2 (X2, SI) NX2,

82
where ii(X2, S = a(X2, SI) -- f X (X2, SI), X2) and F(X2, S) is an analytic function. If F(X2, S)

8X7
is a polynomial function then due to the D.Oberlin theorem 16] we obtain:

J. 6 = (as 1631 - 00)
161 2

whenever a > 12'

We prove an analogue of the D. Oberlin theorem for an analytic function depending on pa-

rameter I, as was shown by D.Oberlin if f is a smooth function then in general the analogical

result does not hold. If f is an analytic function then by the Weierstrass-Malgrange prepara-

tion theorem [151 we have the following factorization: F(X2, SI) = s'a(X2, 81)P(X2, S), where1
,n

P(X2, S) is a polynomial function of the form: P(X2, S = X2 + Al(Sl)X'2 + Am(sj) and

Ai 0 = 0, i = 1 2 ..., m and a 0, 0) 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that m > 2.

Indeed, we can change the function F(X2, S) to F(X2, 91 - FO, SI) and therefore we may

suppose that m > . Let m = . Then we have F(X2, S) = Sn a(X2, SOX2 and aO, 0) 0 By1

using the division theorem [15] we can reduce our function to the form:

= Sn = SnX2
F (X2, SI) 1 (9(X2, OX2 + a, S)) X2 I 29(X2,SI)+s'a(0,SI)X2-

8



2 Sn
ThenforthefunctionF(X2,Sl)wehaveF(X2,Sl)=S'InX29(X2,Sl)+(S2+ b0,31))X2-Wecan

change S t 82 + n a(O, SI). Note that if 9(X2, S) = then ,,2(X2, S) = and the integral will1
vanish and there is nothing to prove. Thus, we have the oscillatory integral

J. 6) ei6 (F(X2,31)+82X2) a(X2, S) IFT2 (X2, SI) I' dX2,

where F(X2, S = sb(X2, Sl)P(X2, S), P(X2, S = X \1 (Sl)X'- 1 + ... + A,(sl) and also

m > 2.

Lemma 8. Let a > be a fixed real number. There exists a neighborhood U of the origin
- 2such that for any a E CO'(U) the following estimate

11al1v
I J. 6)1 < C 

1612

holds.

Proof of Lemma 8. Lemma is proved by the induction method over the degree rn.

Indeed, if m = 2 then we may assume that F(X2, SI) = sb(X2, S1)X 2. Thus in this case we have1 2

F�' 2 X2, S = s' (2b(X2, S 1) + 4b(X2, S 1) X2 + b(X2, S 1) X 2).

1 2

Hence there exists a neighborhood U of the origin in R such that for any X2 E U the inequality

(X2, S 1 I C I s' holds. By using the Van der Corput lemma 2 [51 we get

1

CIP11VIS11" C1P11V1S11'('--:0 Cjjajjv
J. 6)1 - I 1 = - 1 < I 

1612 2 1611 1W

Thus we have the conclusion of Lemma for the case m = 2 Further, we consider the case

m > 2 We assume that the conclusion of Lemma is fulfilled for any k < m - . Now for the

parameters (SI, S2) we consider two cases.

1-case: 1 SS21 < M, where M is any fixed positive number. Then there exists a neighborhood

U x V of the origin such that for any (X2, SI E U x V we have the inequality

JF,�, (X2,81) + 821 1 S21. Therefore due to Lemma for the oscillatory integral J(�3) we obtain2

ClIalIVISnIa Cjjajjvj:!.L
1 52 Cjjajjv

I J. 6)1 <
16312 IS212 16312 1612

2-case: Now, we consider the case < E, where is a fixed sufficiently small positive

number. Then we write the oscillatory integral in the form

Is'l' eibS'l (b(X2,S1)P(X2,S1)+ �X2) a(X2, S I b(X2, Sl)P(X2, Sffl"Ja dX2.
I

9



We introduce the new parameter 2 = -.. If is a sufficiently small positive number then by
S1

using a change of variables Y = X2 + X2(sl), (where X2(SI) is a smooth solution of the equation

(b(X2, Sl)P(X2, SI))(--') = 0), we reduce our phase function to the form

b(y-X2(S1),SI)P(Y - X2 (SI), SI = '9(Y,51 +Al (Sl)Y'-2 +... + Am-2(sl)y + A.-I(si),

where g, Al,..., A,,,-, are analytic functions satisfying the conditions , 0) 54 0, AJ(O)

0, for any = ... , m - 2 Now we represent the function b(y - X2(Sl), SI)P(Y - X2(Sl), SI) in

the form P(y, SI = P(y, SI) + Pl>(y, I), where Pl(y, SI) is a quasihomogeneous polynomial

function with weight 1 n PI > (y, SI) consists of a sum of monoms; with the degree greater(M
than 1. Note that if AI(sl) 0, for anyl = 1,...,m-2 then Pl(ysl = y'.

Now, for the parameters I, o2) consider two cses.

1-c&se: < E 11 where E is a sufficiently small positive number. In this case we use a

1
change of variables y = 121 M-1 z and obtain

(7n-2)+l
M-1 iC35j'ja2j -_TF2(z,81,S2) jF11(Z'

Ja(b) JS'J'JU21 e 2 SI, 52) J'b(z, s)dz,

7nK M

where 2(zS1,S2) Pl(Z, -746- + Pl>(U--'ZS1)10'21'--- + sgnU2Z. There exists M > such
am-T 2
2

that for any zj > M we have the inequality 131

a M-I
1�z F2 (Z, S 1)I> CIZI

Then we write the integral J (�3) as a sum of the following two integrals:

(m-2)+1 n mlF2(z, 1 (Z'In M-1 iC3 1 JU21 -91,S2)jF2
J!,(b)= 11'10'210' f e SI, S2) J'b(z, s)hk (z)dz,

where k = 1 2 and hl, h2} is a smooth partition of unity satisfying the conditions

supp(hl) C (-M - , M + 1) and supp(h2) C R\ [-M, M]. For the integral J2 6) we can use

the formula of integration by parts and obtain

"(m-2)+1
jjajjVj8n M-1

2 JCICT21 Cjjajjv Cjjajjv
J2 WI C 1 nil < < 1

16312 IS1 2 la2l 2(m-1) 1612 M 2

Now we consider the integral J,1,,(�3). The phase function of the integral can be considered

as a small deformation of the function z' + sgn(0'2)Z. Thus, for a sufficiently small positive

number E we have the following desired estimate

c'(m-2)+1J" 1< jSnja
1 O'21 11aliv< Cjjajjv < Cjjajjv
S n M- 1/2 1�3 F/2 - 1�11/21 6 121

Now we consider the second case.

10



2-case: < M, where M is any fixed positive real number. In this case we use a change

of variables y = Is II K z and obtain

(m-2)+l K
J.(6) = jS2j'jS1I-C'+- eA-ib ISI I+'! F2(ZSI,0'2)IF2/1 (Z' 81, C2)I'bl(z, S, 02)dz,

I -1 C9where 2(zsi = Pl(z,±l + Pj>(IsjIMXzSI)1s1 K + -- I z. It is easy to see that there
I-,I MK

exists a positive number N such that for any Iz > N the following lower bound

F2(zsi > IZI M-1

is fulfilled. Now, we take a smooth partition of unity N, V)2} such that supp(oj C (-N -

1, N + 1) and SUPP(02) C IR\ [-N, NJ.

Then we write the integral Ja b) as a sum of two integral J 6) = J 6) + J2 6), where

(m-2)+l
M-I KJ.(b = S11"'O j eibjSIj'+I 2(ZSlc2)IF2 (Z' SIU2)I'bj(zS1,0'2)V)k(z)dz.

For the integral J2(6) we have the required estimate

(m-2)+l

J2 6)1 C IajjvIsjI`+ M < CIIajjv
1 1 1 1- - 1 7

161 2 (IS11'+K)_�IS211- 1�12

because, its phase function has no critical points. Now, we consider the integral J(�3). Let's use
M-1, -- I].

the notation E2:= The E2 is bounded by MmmKI. We fix = o E mmm MMK
1311 P

Then the phase function 2(z, SI) can be regarded as a small deformation of the function

f (z) = Pi z, ±1 + Eoz. Note that the function f (z) has a finite number of critical points

Z1, Z2,. - , Z with multiplicities k < m - 2 Now we use a covering U1, U2,..., U, according

to the critical points zj, Z2, -- , ZI so that Uk is a sufficiently small neighborhood of the crit-

ical point zk containing a unique critical point. Consider the subordinate partition of unity

?PO(Z), '01 W, 02(z), - - -, 01(z), where Ok(z) are smooth and uPP(V)k) c Uk, k = , 1 By

using this partition of unity we represent the integral J (�3) as a sum of (I 1) integrals

I
jlk(�3),

k=O

where
j,1 k Sn F2 (z, SI

I Sn I a 1,21 ?n-1 ib 1a2I U2 IF
(6 = 1 1 e 1 21/ (Z SI 2) Ickb (z S, 02)hl Wok (Z)dZ7

and k = 0, . . . , 1. The support of Oo (z) does not contain any critical point. Therefore

IIajjv
140(WI C I 
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Now, we consider the estimate for the integral JCI kfor k 1. Let E I 1, . . . 1 be a

fixed positive integer number. Then the phase function f (z) PI (z ± ) + Eoz has a unique

I 



critical point z = zj belonging to the support of 0. By using shift we reduce the point zj to

the origin. So, the point z = is a critical point of multiplicity kj m - 2 of the function

f (z + zj = pl (z + zj, -4- 1) + Eoz + Eozj. We can introduce a new variable s = alN (where N is

a natural number) such that the function

1V)F (z, oj) F1 (Z) al

is a smooth deformation of the function f (z) in a neighborhood of the origin, where

F1 (z, s = Pi (z + z, ±1 + Pl>(z + zlsll SI)IS11

Moreover, the multiplicity of the critical point z = of the function f (z) is no more than m - 2.

Also, we note that the second derivative of the function F (z, sl) is translation-invariant. Thus,

the form of the one dimensional damped oscillatory integral is invariant. Therefore, due to the

induction hypothesis we obtain the estimate:

11al1v
I Jj C 1 1

O 2

Now, by summing all estimates over j = ,... 1 we get the required estimate. Lemma is

proved.

The proof of the main Theorem follows from Corollary 6 and Lemma .
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